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E-Vac “Efficiency through Innovation”  
EFFICIENCY – E-Vac increases lift efficiency 
compared to traditional jet pump performance. This 
results in faster cleaning at lower reservoir 
pressures and a simplified, more cost effective job 
design.  
RESULTS – E-Vac’s multi-port jetting action ensures 
100% of the jetting power is utilized. This unique 
design removes solids plugging with the greatest 
turbulence and speed possible. 
DURABILITY – E-Vac handles formation fines in a 
more effective way mitigating mixing tube erosion 
while better directing solids through the pump 
reducing costly, on the job pump changes.

  

E-Vac & E-Vac Lite “PATENT PENDING” 
“Non-Invasive” Well Cleanout 

Process  
E-Vac & E-Vac Lite are proprietary, coiled 
tubing conveyed “pressure neutral” wellbore-
cleaning systems that are extremely effective in 
low pressure, solids laden wells. Efficient’s      
E-Vac process creates a low-pressure area near 
the tool intake to vacuum solids and liquids 
from the well. During cleaning, multiple jet 
nozzles expel high-pressure fluid to break 
down solids blockages then returned through 
the E-Vac tool to surface for testing and 
evaluation. During operations, bottom hole 
pressure is monitored to optimize cleaning.   
E-Vac supports complex longer reach well 
designs such as shale and thermal heavy oil 
wells. E-Vac Lite delivers the service in an ultra 
economical manner during daylight operations 
targeted for shallow reach, simple well designs. 
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E-Vac  “A Production Optimization Solution” 

 

The E-Vac Advantage  
Proven Technology 
E-Vac’s cleanout technique has been successfully 
applied in multiple reservoirs in several countries. 
 
Versatile 
x Servicing vertical, deviated and horizontal wells   
x For post completion and production operations  
x Services wells of varying pressures and depths 
 
Robust 
E-Vac design mitigates tool wear and job time. 
 
Time & Cost Efficient 
A nimble job and equipment design supported by 
high efficiency equipment results in best in class 
cleaning with less time on location and lower 
overall costs to comparable technology. 
 
Non-Invasive 
Pressure balanced cleaning mitigates fluid and 
solids losses into the reservoir. 
 
Reduced Footprint 
The E-Vac process injects produced water through 
the tool eliminating nitrogen and surfactant. E-
Vac’s simplicity reduces former comparable 
intervention costs.  

 

E-Vac Lite – Ultra Economical 
By eliminating 
fluids losses 
into the 
reservoir 
during 
cleaning, 
balanced 
pressure 
cleanouts can 
result in 
immediate 
production 
enhancement 
followed by a 
longer term 
flattening of 
the well’s 
production 
decline.  


